You arrived irregularly in Greece
after the 19 March 2016.

Register for
Assisted
Voluntary
Return with
Frontex.

Do you want to return to Turkey?
Ask for more information.

Yes

You will be
returned to
Turkey.

Do you need international
protection because of something
that happened to you in your
country of origin?

Ask for information
about IOM Assisted
Voluntary
Repatriation

No

No

Do you have a
family reunification
case or a special
vulnerability?

Tell EASO, GAS or
UNHCR about it.
Ask for more
information.

Yes

Yes

No

Do you have a close family member in another
country?

Are you especially vulnerable?

Ask for more information.

Ask for more information.

Tell RIS, EASO or GAS. Try to take the relevant
documents to your first interview, as it should
make the process quicker.

Tell RIS, EASO, GAS, UNHCR
Protection officers, MDM, WAHA or
municipality camp management.

Register your asylum claim in
Greece immediately.
If you think family reunification
or special vulnerability may
apply to you as well as asylum,
tell the RIS at registration, or tell
GAS, EASO or UNHCR Protection
officers at any time later.

Admissibility interview - this is about
where your claim for asylum should
be examined: in Greece, in another
EU country, or in Turkey.
See the Admissibility self-help
information guide about how to
prepare for this interview.

Rejected as
inadmissible
.

Accepted as
admissible.

For more information about what asylum in
Greece may mean for you in the long-term,
what rights and obligations are attached,
see the flowchart at the back of this guide,
which is copied from the Greek Asylum
Service website.
The legal rights and obligations of refugees in
other countries in the EU are very similar, but
there are differences in the opportunities
available to both refugees and citizens in
other countries.

Register an appeal
within 5 days.

Substantive interview - this is
about what happened to you in
your country of origin and why
you claim international
protection.

If you need to appeal, you have the right to a
government-funded lawyer to assist and
represent you. Ask for more information.

You are recognised as having
Refugee Status.

You are granted Subsidiary
Protection.
Are you eligible for the EU Relocation scheme? If:
1. You were registered and fingerprinted in Greece;
2. You have asked for asylum in Greece;
3. You are a national of (or stateless and previously
resident in) Syria, Iraq*, Central African Republic, Eritrea,
Burundi, Bahrain, etc.; and
4. You entered Greece after 16 September 2015.
This list of countries where asylum seekers are eligible for
relocation if they come from will be updated in early July,
depending on asylum decision rates across the EU. *It
looks likely that Iraqis and stateless persons from Iraq will
no longer be eligible if they register after that date in
July, so if you are Iraqi and not yet registered go to
UNHCR Protection for assistance to register without
delay!.
Asylum seekers who arrived after 19 March 2016 are still
legally eligible for the EU Relocation scheme, however it
is going very slowly. Ask for more information.

If no, you will have an admissibility
interview for asylum in Greece.

If yes, according to current law, you
are eligible for Relocation after the
registration of your asylum claim,
however, in practice, you may still
have to wait for an admissibility
interview before being allowed to
apply for Relocation.

Relocation interview with EASO, usually in Athens.
If you have any family, social or linguistic ties to any country
participating in the EU Relocation scheme, tell the
interviewers.

Humanitarian residence
permit. (Art67, Law 4375)

You do not have a right to choose which country of
relocation, but you can indicate a preference and EASO will
try to find a match. Ask for more information.

Your claim is rejected as
unfounded.

If accepted for relocation, you may have another interview
at the receiving country’s embassy in Athens, to get a
residence permit.
If you get relocated to another EU country before your
substantive claim is examined, you will still have to have a
substantive interview when you get there.

Key to what the different arrows mean:
How it is supposed to proceed legally

How it actually is in practice now

